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Introduction 

The purpose of this report is to update members of the Airdrie Local Area Partnership 
regarding Street Cleaning Service work in the Airdrie and Villages Area. 

General I Geography 

Street Cleansing is provided to Airdrie and its Villages by the Central Area Team. This 
responsibility stretches form Bargeddie in the West to the A89 between Blackridge and 
Caldercruix in the East, A8 in the South (including Salsburgh) and Greengairs, 
Longriggend, Glenmavis and Glenboig to the North with Airdrie town at the centre. 

The Operation is split into 4 areas of responsibility managed by an Area Supervisor and 
Street Cleaning Chargehands for Coatbridge North and South and Airdrie North and 
South. The A89 forms the operational North / South boundary and with overlaps to the 
East/ West through Coatbridge. 

Employee Disposition 

The split between Airdrie and Coatbridge Areas in terms of staffing based upon their 
operational requirements is roughly even to the establishment detailed below:- 

Employee Tasks and Frequency - Mechanical Sweeping 

Mechanical sweeping by large sweepers and smaller vehicles covering roads, channels 
and pavements is performed on a 5-6 week rotation. Strategic roads such as the A73, 
A89, Town Centres and main through routes are treated more frequently (approximately 
once every 2-3 weeks or as required) if deemed necessary to maintain the standard. 

Employee Tasks and Frequency - Street Sweepers 

The deployment of street sweepers over the Airdrie Area is more varied along with a mix 
of strategic and normal litter routes and tasks which are carried out on an adhoc basis. 
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There are a total of 7 Street Sweepers (including 2 Applied Operators) who work on 
Strategic Routes. These cover Airdrie’s main thoroughfares, town centre and arterial 
routes on a daily basis. 

In addition 7 Street Sweepers are deployed on normal litter routes covering Airdrie’s 
housing estates and villages working a 5 day cycle to ensure they are picked weekly 

A further 7 street sweepers are allocated to adhoc tasks covering additional cleaning of 
specific areas identified by a chargehand, public complaints or Elected Members. These 
operatives routinely augment the villages cleaning cycle, areas requiring additional 
clearance plus holiday and sickness cover to normal and strategic route staffing. 

Additional Information 

Shop fronts - although housing estates and villages are serviced weekly, there is a daily 
shop front service normally carried out by unallocated street sweepers over the area. 

Dumping - Recognised dump sites and responses to dumping complaints are serviced by 
a combination of unallocated street sweepers and dump site vehicle fleet. Many dumping 
complaints are dealt with on an adhoc basis in response to public request etc. 

RuraVBack Roads - These are regularly inspected by street cleaning chargehands and 
serviced based upon staff availability, safe access and prioritisation of work based upon 
level of public use. These are routinely serviced at weekends as the roads are quieter and 
more work and staff can be allocated. Road closures are a common requirement to deal 
with these areas involving both forward planning and time to organise. Recent examples 
include the public footpaths on the A73 from Greengairs roundabout to Riggend Cafe and 
Moffat Mills to Gartness involving litter, scraping and recovery of overgrown vegetation. 

Trunk Roads - The Council has tasked 2 x 6 person crews with litter picking trunk roads 
running throughout the Authority. These crews provide a service to the Airdrie Area where 
these roads overlap the Central area on roads such as the A73 (Less the section directly 
through the town which is serviced by the internal street sweeping employees) and A8. 

Nightshift - This is based upon 2 crews of 6 employees based in Lady Ann depot Airdrie 
which have a Council wide remit. Their work includes, but is not limited to, dealing with 
road closures, sweeping and litter picking associated areas. They also provide an 
overnight clean up of all North Lanarkshire town centre including Airdrie. Nightshift 
mechanical sweepers also service the main roads in and around Airdrie on a regular basis 
which takes in all of the arterial routes in, around and through Airdrie. 

Developments 

Due to legislative changes which cover smoking in public places a need has developed to 
provide street sweepers with the capability to deal with this on their routes. As a result the 
provision of Street Cleaning Barrows will increase markedly with the roll out of around 12 of 
these in Airdrie alone. This will allow operatives to deal directly with breakages of glass, 
cigarette ends and other items in a more efficient manner. These should be out in the area 
and visible in and around Airdrie by the end of May 2008. 

Summary 

Cleansing Services endeavours to provide Airdrie and Villages with a service that is both 
efficient and cost effective. It faces different challenges and draws upon resources on an 
almost daily basis and endeavours to cover core street cleaning routes on a daily basis. 
Cleansing Services within the street cleaning function in the Airdrie area is both efficient 
and well resourced. The service works closely with elected members and members of the 



public and seeks to clear any issues highlighted in a timely manner. Cleansing Services 
work hand in hand with Council partners to ensure that there is integration in service 
provision and that issues are passed on and followed up. 

9.0 Recommendation 

That the Local Area Partnership notes the report. 

Head of Land Services 

For further information in relation to the contents of this report please contact David Cullen Area 
Cleansing Services Manager 01236 638401. 


